
815 Concord Turnpike 

Arlington, MA 02476 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

I am writing this letter to express my interest in the position of Vice-Chair of 

Domestic Assignments.  This letter will cover my qualifications, an outline of 

what my plans would be for the committee, my first steps in achieving this 

plan, and what I see as the needs for this committee moving forwards. 

 

I moved to the United States in 2011 to become US Fencing’s high 

performance director.  Before I did this I was a British Fencing Board 

Director and had been both Vice-Chair and Chair of the British Fencing 

Referee Commission. During this time serving the British Referee 

Commission, it was necessary for me to take an active role in both 

recruiting volunteers and managing volunteers to referee at national 

events and to act as educators in the referee education system. This has 

also been true as an assigner for US Fencing, where management of 

referees and education of referees has been a critical part of my day-to-

day duties when at NACs. The education of referees was in fact a 

motivating element in my desire to become an assigner for sabre in the 

United States and lead me to become a member of the Referee 

Development Committee.  I feel that fencing has given me a lot in my life 

and, that by contributing back to the sport, I can help improve the 

working conditions of referees in the United States. I suppose, in short, I see 

this as a way for me to give back to a sport that has given me so much.  

 

After leaving US Fencing in the fall of 2011, I became the Director of 

Operations at Boston Fencing Club. In this role, I am responsible for the 

training of all staff including front desk staff and assistant coaches. This 

training covers a broad cross section of environments from classroom for 

procedural matters, to one-to-one training for coach development.  

 

 

If I am fortunate enough to be nominated and then elected to the 

position of Vice-Chair of Domestic Assignments, then the real job has only 

just started. U.S. Fencing already has a structure in place that rates 

referees and qualifies them to advance. This system has little over sight or 

infrastructure, and it is currently possible to have two identically rated 

referees whose actual standard of skill is completely different. One of the 

tasks of the committee in conjunction with the Referee Development 

Committee will be to find a way to standardize our rating system across 

the country. This will be a major task and an important one. We will also 

have to look at referees and determine those who are active and those 



that aren’t, and consider the implications of downgrading referee ratings 

for those that are inactive or whose ability levels have dropped. The next 

step will be to take a hard look at the current rating system and see if it is 

fit for purpose and consider the questions of what we want the ratings to 

mean and what is their goal. To make sure that as much as possible the 

rating system is clear, transparent and fair.  

 

U.S. Fencing is continually evolving and growing. Part of that growth can 

easily be accounted for in the growth of national and regional events. 

While we are fortunate to have a large referee cadre, the increase in size 

has meant that the management of the workforce and the role of 

assigners and referee coordinators has become more and more 

important. It is crucial that we hire assigners and head referees early in the 

season ideally at the beginning of the season for the whole season. This 

requires clear communication and forward planning, something that has 

been lacking recently but should be easily achieved.  

 

It is important that we have clear guidelines and job descriptions for the 

roles of assigner and head referee as we move forward. It is also very 

important to have a training plan in place to train new assigners and 

head referees so that we are not overly reliant on a few people. This will 

be a longer process and require several people to be involved of the 

development of those roles and the training process.  

 

Factors that limit the referees’ availability – such as age or time off from 

work – are taking their toll, and so we continuously need to add additional 

referees to the workforce. As a result, the hiring of referees for events is a 

very important process. This ties into other areas of the Referees 

commission and a clear understanding of the requirements for each 

national event are important. To this end it is important that the hirers for 

each event are given clear instructions in a timely manner and a 

structured place for the season when it comes to the plans for each NAC 

would be important here. We are continually needing to develop referees 

and the right ratio of developing referees to mentors and senior referees is 

important in the hiring process. This needs to be centrally overseen while 

liaising with both the Referee Development Committee and the 

International assignments and development Committee to make sure the 

needs of those committees are being meet again communication will be 

key.  

 

To be able to achieve these initial goals the right support team and 

committee members will be vitally important. One of the important tasks 

of a chair is to appoint the right people to the right positions and manage 

them. I feel that I can pull the right people into the right positions to run 



the committee working under the Vice-Cahir of Domestic Assignments. I 

feel that I have qualifications and experience to full fill this position. I have 

been actively refereeing both domestically and internationally at all levels 

for over 10 years including world championships and Olympic Games. I 

currently attend all national events and feel that three national events per 

season should be the minimum requirement for this position I would aim to 

attend all national events. As I have been refereeing domestically for the 

last 10 years and have acted as a referee, assigner and served on the 

referee development committee I feel I know many of the referee cadre. 

In my job as director of operations for Boston Fencing Club I hold regular 

staff meetings and manage a staff of 12 on a professional basis daily. I 

have a good knowledge of spreadsheet and database management 

and also one qualification which I feel is incredibly important for this 

position is communication and I respond to all professional emails in a 

timely fashion. In my previous roles as Chair British Fencing Referee 

development committee and Chairmen of the Massachusetts High School 

Fencing League I have years of experience in chairing committees.  

 

I would be happy to answer any questions or go into more detail 

regarding any aspect of this letter. I would also add that this would be just 

the beginning of the work of the committee.  

 

Our sport is constantly learning and evolving, and any organization 

governing the sport will need to continue to evolve as well. These are but 

the first steps in that process.  

 

Kind Regards, 

 

David Sach   

 
  


